Is your organization compliance-ready?

GRC Trends

Why do you need compliance?

- Siloed organization, distributed tools and manual processes
- Lack of visibility into compliance issues
- Lack of visibility into enterprise and vendor risk and inability to prioritize
- Changing regulatory requirements and controls
- Gaps between business requirements, risk appetite and information security posture
- Businesses in the U.S. spent $10,000 per employee on regulatory costs on an average
- Enterprises in the U.S. spent $520,000 on an average on an average for putting a formal compliance charter in place
- Technologies saved businesses $1.43 million on an average for enabling GRC
- The average compliance cost for organizations across industries is $5.47 million worldwide
- The Enterprise Governance, Risk & Compliance (eGRC) market to reach USD 57.57 billion by 2025

How can Infosys help?

- Design and streamline security processes and underlying workflows
- Create meaningful and role relevant reports and dashboards
- Identify opportunities for automation
- Design and deliver unified frameworks to enhance the organization’s compliance readiness and implement controls
- Facilitate availability of right set of information and structured views

Platform

- Infosys Cyber Gaze Platform
  - Single pane view of comprehensive security metrics
  - Immediate access to rich built-in library of KPIs
  - Progress tracking by trend charts
  - Identification of key concerns and improvement areas
  - Siloed organization, distributed tools and manual processes
  - Gaps between business requirements, risk appetite and information security posture
  - Lack of visibility into enterprise and vendor risk and inability to prioritize
  - Changing regulatory requirements and controls
  - Lack of visibility into compliance issues
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- https://www.360factors.com/blog/what-is-grc/
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